
About Relationship Impact
Relationship Impact is a management consulting firm that drives 
leadership teams to identify flaws and make changes to build aligned 
teams that have impact beyond the contributions of any individual team 
member. 

“We went from having a big chore of creating leads to having people 
come to us. CEOs now sign up for our list and we get to actively 
follow up with them. The root behind this is we’ve enhanced and 
deepened our credibility through our content management system 
that Duct Tape Marketing recommended.”

JACK MCGINNESS, RELATIONSHIP IMPACT 

Background
Relationship Impact came to Duct Tape Marketing because there were fed up with 
the inconsistencies in their pipeline. The top of the funnel was filled only through 
outbound marketing requiring Relationship Impact to qualify, educate and sell 
every client individually. 

What we did
The first step we took for Relationship Impact was to complete a total online 
presence audit to identify why their website wasn’t generating traffic and leads.  
The founders believed that this was due to an unrecognized need of their service. 
Through strategy work Duct Tape Marketing convinced them of the possibility of 
inbound traffic and leads. 
 
Strategies and tactics applied:
• Refocused primary marketing message on problem solving impact
• Developed annual editorial priorities and plan
• Helped create webinar program to build leads
• Outlined expert contributor program that landed articles in major industry 

publication

CASE STUDY: Relationship Impact 

30%
Revenue
INCREASE

Inbound Leads
INCREASE

Traffic
INCREASE

RESULTS SNAPSHOT
• Has booked revenue on March 

6 that is 30% higher than last 
year because of the content 
management system

• Off the charts traffic year over 
year

• A system for qualifying leads that 
saves time chasing down bad 
leads 

• Creation of inbound leads that 
were non-existent prior to 
content marketing system 


